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Abstract

The engineers who analyze tra�c on high band-
width networks must �lter and aggregate either
recorded traces of network packets or live tra�c
from the network itself. These engineers perform
operations similar to database queries, but can-
not use conventional data managers because of per-
formance concerns and a semantic mismatch be-
tween the analysis operations and the operations
supported by commercial DBMSs. Tra�c analysis
does not require fast random access, transactional
update, or relational joins. Rather, it needs fast se-
quential access to a stream of tra�c records and the
ability to �lter, aggregate, de�ne windows, demulti-
plex, and remultiplex the stream.

Tribeca is an extensible, stream-oriented DBMS de-
signed to support network tra�c analysis. It com-
bines ideas from temporal and sequence databases
with an implementation optimized for databases
stored on high speed ID-1 tapes or arriving in
real time from the network. The paper describes
Tribeca's query language, executor and optimizer
as well as performance measurements of a prototype
implementation.

1 Introduction

The rapid growth of high speed computer and tele-
phone networks means that the tools to analyze and
engineer the networks are becoming more and more
important. Network engineers use a combination of
hardware and software tools to monitor the network,
record various statistics and ows, and analyze the
collected data. These tools either operate directly
on the live network or record tra�c for later o�ine
analysis. For example, one group we have worked
with records OC3 links (155 Mb/s) and groups of 16

T1 links (1.5Mb/s each, 24Mb/s aggregate). Their
tape technology ranges from 8mm tape to 96 GByte
ID-1 tapes that transfer data at about 256 Mb/s.
The data from a monitoring run ranges from a few
gigabytes to hundreds of gigabytes. Network engi-
neers expect this number to grow rapidly into the
terabyte range as monitoring tools, networks, and
storage technologies improve in price and perfor-
mance.

Network tra�c engineers use their vast collections
of network data to perform such diverse tasks as
protocol performance analysis, conformance testing,
error monitoring and fraud detection. In general,
each group writes its own ad-hoc programs to exam-
ine and analyze the data. Although these programs
query large databases of recordings, the tra�c engi-
neers avoid using conventional relational database
management systems (RDBMSs) for several rea-
sons:

� Both the data and the storage medium are
stream-oriented. Fast sequential access to data
is crucial; transactional updates, fast access to
random records, and concurrency control are
not. A highly-tuned C program can outperform
a general purpose RDBMS on this workload.

� RDBMSs do not usually handle data on tape
well [3]. Non-clustered indices will not work for
tra�c data. Worse, tra�c analysis data is often
used only a few times (or once), so load time is a
signi�cant cost. Finally, network tra�c traces
contain many small records with �elds a few
bits wide, so per-tuple overheads can noticeably
increase the database size.

� A network tra�c trace is a sequence of time-
stamped network protocol headers. The ana-
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lysts use operators like those found in sequence
and temporal DBMSs [13][16]. Tra�c analysts
usually calculate aggregates on packet inter-
arrival times or calculate and compare network
utilization over successive time periods or time
scales. The tra�c applications also use sev-
eral data-ow operators and pattern matching
operators (e.g. demultiplexing and protocol
recognition) that are not common in sequence
databases.

� Tra�c analysts run batches of related queries
during a single pass over the data. Users will
sometimes intentionally write queries that use
partial results generated by a concurrently ex-
ecuting query. The shared single data source
means that even otherwise distinct queries will
often share subqueries.

� Users must consider the capacity of the analysis
hardware. Often the users would rather refor-
mulate an expensive query or drop an expensive
query from the mix than overallocate processor
or memory resources in the analysis machine.
Relational systems run queries as fast as they
can but typically do not provide this kind of
capacity information.

Tribeca is a software system for monitoring and an-
alyzing either a live network or recorded network
tra�c on tape. Tribeca users can write queries to
process arbitrarily long streams of information. Like
a relational DBMS, Tribeca has a query language
that can be compiled and optimized. Like exten-
sible DBMSs [15][5][2], Tribeca has a type system
and user-de�ned operators so it can integrate sup-
port for di�erent network protocols and specialized
tra�c analysis operators. Unlike conventional sys-
tems, Tribeca does not support random access to
data, transactional updates, conventional indices, or
traditional joins.

Tribeca is designed to read a stream of data from a
single source (tape or a network interface) and apply
compiled queries to the stream. It has a data-ow-
oriented query language that allows users to con-
struct large batch queries for the one pass over the
data. It also has operations to separate and recom-
bine substreams derived from the source. Finally,
Tribeca supports window operators that allow users
to compute moving aggregates and to do a very
restricted form of join. Both the query language
and the optimizer help prevent users from express-
ing queries that produce intermediate results that
cannot be stored in main memory. Because of this,

query optimization focuses on memory management
and predicate ordering rather than traditional I/O
optimizations like access path selection and join op-
timizations.

Several di�erent groups of network analysts used
Tribeca over a one-year period and the system per-
formed well. Measurements show that it is only 1{
9% slower than a hand-tuned ad-hoc program on
simple queries. With Tribeca, our users are also
able to construct more complex queries than they
would be able to implement easily in their ad-hoc
programs. More importantly, they can easily retar-
get their queries to do similar analysis on di�erent
kinds of networks.

This paper describes the Tribeca design and imple-
mentation. Section two gives an overview of the
query language. Section three outlines the system's
implementation and presents performance measure-
ments from our prototype. Section four compares
Tribeca to related work and section �ve gives con-
clusions.

2 The Tribeca Query Language

This section describes the syntax and semantics
of the query language primitives. Implementation
issues are deferred as much as possible until the
next section. Before introducing the primitives, we
present a motivating example.

2.1 Overview and Example

Figure 1 graphically shows a query used in char-
acterizing IP-over-ATM tra�c [7]. The analysts
in this case look for \burstiness" in the packet ar-
rival rates and changes in the distribution of packet
lengths in order to help plan network capacity. They
compare the characteristics of interest over several
di�erent time scales (ms, sec, min, hour). In order
to isolate a bursty host, they group packet streams
by source and destination, calculating similar aggre-
gates over these groups.

The data set for the example is a tra�c trace includ-
ing Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) cells from
a dozen virtual circuits (VCs) multiplexed onto the
monitored network link. Each trace record contains
a time stamp and an ATM cell. The query takes a
stream of ATM cells, discards those cells belonging
to an uninteresting VC, demultiplexes the stream by
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Figure 1: Graphical Representation of a Tra�c Analysis Query

virtual circuit identi�er (VCI), assembles IP pack-
ets (which are fragmented across successive cells on
each VC), remultiplexes the packets back into a sin-
gle stream, then counts the number of ICMP pack-
ets and �nds the average length of all IP packets in
each 5 ms interval.

The example shows several features of the query lan-
guage presented in this section. Di�erent layers of
protocol are implemented by di�erent data types.
The example uses simple �lters, aggregates, demul-
tiplexing, multiplexing and some simple windows.
Each of these is described in subsections below.

2.2 The Tribeca Type System

Tribeca has both a data description language (DDL)
and an extensible type system. Like other extensi-
ble database managers, the core data management
software is type-independent. Data types and oper-
ators may be added to the system to support new
applications. The procedure for creating extensions
in Tribeca is similar to that of Postgres [15] so the
details are omitted here. An extension type dec-
laration de�nes operators and data representations
(ascii, host byte order, network byte order) associ-
ated with the type. Tribeca allows operator over-
loading so the same operator name can be used in
di�erent data types.

The DDL allows users to create composite types
from the compiled-in extension types. The DDL has

a simple inheritance mechanism that allows users
to describe the kinds of layered packet headers that
are commonly found in network tra�c data (for in-
stance, UDP/IP and TCP/IP types both inherit
from the IP type). In addition to inheritance, the
DDL has built-in support for arbitrary o�set and
width bit �elds since network protocols often include
bit �elds. The DDL has an enumerated type provi-
sion so that queries can refer to ID �elds by name
instead of number (e.g. the �eld that determines
that a routed frame relay packet is transporting IP
data has the value 0xCC, but this value can be re-
ferred to in a Tribeca query as \IP"). Note that ad-
hoc, unnamed composite types can also be created
in queries.

For tra�c analysis, support of both an extensible
type system and a DDL are crucial. Extensions
are needed because some hardware-generated time
stamp �elds and some �elds of network protocols
are di�cult to describe in a data description lan-
guage (for example, the DLCI �eld of a frame relay
packet takes several bits from two di�erent bytes of
the packet header and combines them into a short
int). Extensions are also used to incorporate into
Tribeca the exotic statistical estimators used by the
tra�c analysts. The analysts also want control over
the implementation of less exotic estimators, like
mean, to ensure that the operator will be numeri-
cally stable for their workload. The DDL is impor-
tant because it allows our non-programmer users to
retarget their queries at new networks or at higher
levels of the protocol stack without implementing



extensions.

The inheritance mechanism and ad-hoc types also
help Tribeca queries handle the diversity of higher
level protocols used in networks. While at the low-
est level all packets on the same network use the
same protocol (i.e. a frame relay network carries
only frame relay packets), higher level protocols
can be quite diverse and their packets interleaved
in complex ways. A Tribeca query examines each
packet to �nd out what higher level protocol it uses
and then coerces the packet to the appropriate child
type and extracts �elds of interest from the higher-
level part of the packet. This extraction creates an
ad-hoc type that can be examined by later parts of
the query. We'll see an example of this in the section
on multiplexing.

2.3 Streams, Basic Operators, and Sim-
ple Queries

Every Tribeca query has a single source stream and
at least one result stream. Stream declarations as-
sociate a name with the external source (result)
of the stream data, such as a disk or tape �le.
The source stream statement must also declare the
stream's data type. The data types of result streams
are derived from the operator that writes to them.

Tribeca supports three kinds of simple opera-
tors: quali�cations, projections and aggregates. A
Tribeca query can combine operators using pipes
and transform the stream in several stages. Note
that while Tribeca borrows the Unix term \pipe",
these are not Unix pipes. Tribeca operators are not
implemented as separate processes. As the example
below illustrates, a Tribeca pipe statement names a
stream of data and allows users to express data ow
from one Tribeca operator to another.

Quali�cation operators �lter data in a stream.
Tribeca's quali�cation statement speci�es a source
stream, a result stream, and a list of quali�cation
operators to be applied to the source. Records from
the source stream that pass the quali�cations are
placed on the result stream. While the list of oper-
ators is implicitly a conjunction, Tribeca supports
the usual complex quali�cations involving AND, OR
and NOT.

A projection selects one or more �elds from each
record in the source stream, assembles the �elds into
a new record, and puts the record onto the result

stream. The projection statement may also apply
a function to the �eld during the projection opera-
tion. It is important to realize that the projection
statement is provided to allow users to construct
simple, readable queries. As explained in Section 3,
the stream data model allows most projections to be
eliminated during compilation. Intermediate tuples
are never materialized in Tribeca unless they are
used as hash keys or written to external storage.

An aggregate operator is applied to all of the values
in a stream and produces a single value. While ag-
gregates of basic Tribeca streams are sometimes use-
ful, queries usually produce streams of related ag-
gregates using demultiplex and window operations
described below.

The simple query below uses all operators intro-
duced so far:

source stream s1 is ftape sample1 AtmTraceg
result stream r1 is f�le res1g
result stream r2 is f�le res2g
stream pipe p1 p2
stream proj ffs1.atm.ts s1.atm.vcigg p1
stream qual ffp1.ts.lte 1000000gg r1
stream qual ffp1.vci.gt 5g fp1.vci.lt 50gg p2
stream agg fp2.ts.ming r2

The query reads a source stream of type Atm-
Trace from tape. It uses project to create a stream
of (time stamp, VCI) pairs (an ad-hoc composite
type). That stream is then passed to two di�erent
quals. The �rst saves into a �le all (ts,VCI) pairs
with timestamp less than 1 million. The second
�nds all (ts,VCI) pairs in which the VCI is between
5 and 50. Finally, the aggregate �nds the minimum
time stamp from those pairs.

As described so far, Tribeca queries are trees of
stream operations. The source stream may feed
any number of operators. Each operator writes to
a pipe or a result stream. The source and inter-
mediate streams may feed any number of operators.
An intermediate or result stream derives data type
from the operator that writes it. None of the sim-
ple stream operations introduced so far take their
input from more than one stream, but we will intro-
duce operators for combining streams in the next
few sections.



2.4 Demultiplexing and Remultiplexing
Streams

Tra�c analysis queries often must partition a
stream into substreams, process the substreams,
then recombine the results of the substream analy-
sis. The demultiplexing operation partitions records
in a stream based on data in each record. The query
below partitions s1 into substreams of ATM trace
records based on virtual circuits, then �nds the max
time stamp for each VCI:

stream demux fs1.atm.vcig p1
stream agg fp1.ts.maxg p2

P1 is not a single stream but a set of substreams,
each with the cells for one virtual circuit. The pipe
p2 represents a collection of logical substreams each
containing the max time stamp for one VCI.

In the example, demux is used like a groupby opera-
tor in a relational DBMS. However, the demultiplex
operator allows users to apply a series of operations
to the demultiplexed streams instead of simply ap-
plying aggregates. We can, for example, demulti-
plex ATM cells by VCI, assemble IP packets from
consecutive cell payloads, then apply an aggregate
to the IP stream.

In the example below, the query �rst divides the
stream into virtual circuits (p1). Each logical sub-
stream on p1 is a sequence of ATM cells for a distinct
VCI. Next, consecutive cell payloads from the same
circuit are assembled into a stream of IP packets
associated with that circuit (usually there are sev-
eral cells per IP packet. Assembly is actually more
complex than this and is described in detail in the
subsection on Windows). Finally, the IP stream is
quali�ed and an aggregate is applied to each quali-
�ed TCP/IP substream.

stream demux fs1.atm.vcig p1
stream proj ffp1.assemble ipgg p2
stream qual ffp2.ip type.eq TCPgg p3
stream agg ffp3.atm.vci p3.countgg p4

P4 is a set of logical substreams each containing the
count of TCP packets for one virtual circuit.

Tribeca allows users to demultiplex the same stream
more than once. A second demux simply divides the

original stream into more substreams. For instance,
we can demux once by VCI then, after assembling
IP packets, demux again by IP type (UDP, TCP,
etc.). These operations produce substreams that
are distinct for each VCI/ip type pair

In partitioning the stream, the demux operator also
\names" each substream. The substream name is
not part of the data stream, but may be referred
to in project and aggregate operations. In the ex-
ample above, p3 is a set of substreams containing
<VCI ; count> pairs.

Unfortunately, the demultiplex operator allows
users to express queries that cannot be executed in
available memory. The demux implementation uses
memory space proportional to the cardinality of the
demux �eld. In practice, however, the number of
distinct VCIs, packet types and so on in our data
is small. Instead of removing demux from the lan-
guage, Tribeca uses statistics and capacity planning
support to help users avoid it when inappropriate.
For tra�c analysis, demux only really breaks down
when users want to partition the packet stream into
substreams by time stamp. Streams are long and are
typically sorted by time stamp. Users often want to
apply aggregates to packets grouped by time value.
Tribeca's window feature (described below) allows
users to group records by sort �eld in an e�cient
way.

2.4.1 Using Multiplex to Combine Streams

The multiplexing primitive is a simple operator for
e�ciently combining Tribeca streams. It can be
used in two ways. In the �rst usage, mux is used
to combine the logical substreams produced by de-
mux. In the second usage, mux combines unrelated
streams of the same data type.

Below is an example of the �rst usage of the multi-
plex operator. The query uses demux to divide the
stream by VCI and counts the packets on each VC.
The h VCI, count i pairs are then combined into a
single stream that is quali�ed and aggregated.

stream demux fs1.atm.vcig p1
stream agg fp1.atm.vci p1.countg p2
stream mux p2 p3
stream qual fp3.count.lt 100g p4
stream agg fp4.count.meang r1



Note that the mean applied after the mux oper-
ates on all h VCI, count i pairs with count greater
than one hundred. Without the mux, the aggre-
gate would have been applied to each virtual circuit
separately.

If the stream is demultiplexed more than once, an
optional argument to stream mux allows the sub-
streams to be partially recombined. Suppose a
query demultiplexed an ATM cell stream by VCI,
assembled it into IP packets (an aggregate), then
demultiplexed it again by ip type. The result-
ing stream is logically separated by both VCI and
ip type. Muxing by VCI, would leave a stream that
was logically divided by only ip type.

The second kind of multiplex operation, in which
several streams are combined, is very common in
tra�c analysis. Often, several di�erent combina-
tions of the same high level and low level protocols
are used in the same network. For instance, frame
relay networks have many ways of transporting IP
packets (routed, ethernet bridge, fddi bridge, etc.).
The query below is a (much simpli�ed) typical stage
of frame relay analysis. It �nds two types of IP pack-
ets, extracts the same interesting �elds from both
and then combines them into a single stream.

stream qual fs1.is routed ipg p1
stream proj fp1.ts p1.ip type p1.ip leng p2
stream qual fs1.is bridged ipg p3
stream proj fp3.ts p3.ip type p3.ip leng p4
stream mux fp2 p4g p5

The output stream is a triple h time stamp, ip type,
length i.

2.5 Windows on Streams

The Tribeca window operator groups successive
records in a stream so they may be operated on
as a unit. Tribeca supports two kinds of windows.
A �xed window is e�ectively a demultiplex opera-
tion for the stream's sort �eld. (Network tra�c
traces are sorted by time, so the sort �eld is usu-
ally a time stamp). It partitions the stream into
non-overlapping groups of records. A moving win-
dow breaks the stream into successive overlapping
groups of records. Each one is illustrated in the ex-
ample below. Result r1 contains the number and
mean length of large (>100 byte) packets in succes-
sive �ve ms intervals. R2 contains the inter-arrival
time between successive packets:

stream window w1 on s1
de�ned by fs1.ts.interval 0.005g is �xed

stream qual fw1.length.gt 100g p1
stream agg fp1.count p1.length.mean g r1
stream window w2 on s1
de�ned by fs1.count 2g is moving

stream agg fw2.ts.di�g r2

As the example shows, a Tribeca user-de�ned func-
tion delineates each window. The function may be
applied either to the sort �eld value (time interval)
or to the record's position in the stream (count).
The window names, w1 and w2, can be used as in-
put to other Tribeca operators in the same way as
Tribeca pipes.

In tra�c analysis, aggregates are almost always used
in conjunction with windows. After every window-
full of data, downstream aggregates produce values
and are reinitialized for the next window. Also,
packet assembly in ATM analysis is actually imple-
mented using a combination of a window and an
aggregate function. The window function is a pred-
icate that returns TRUE on the ATM cell that con-
tains the last byte of the IP packet. The aggregate
is a function that combines ATM cell payloads into
a single IP packet.

2.5.1 Window Filters

Tribeca streams are like RDBMS relations with one
important restriction: Tribeca streams may not be
joined. Arbitrary comparisons between records in
streams are not allowed for performance reasons. A
join operator would permit users to express queries
that could be executed only by sorting or repeatedly
passing over the data on tape.

The Tribeca window �lter, however, is a restricted
form of join operation that relates records in a win-
dow to records in a stream. At any given moment
during the execution of a query, the records in a
window can be compared to the current record in
any stream. For example, the query below searches
for cells whose VCI has appeared in a recent prede-
cessor cell. It de�nes a moving window that records
the last 100 atm cells seen, then compares the VCI
of the current cell to those of the cells in the window.



stream proj fs1.atm.vcig p1
stream window w1 on p1
de�ned by fs1.count 100g is moving

window �lter ffs1.atm.vci.eq w1gg
fs1.vci s1.ts w1.tsg r1

The window �lter arguments are a list of join pred-
icates and a list of projected �elds.

While users cannot compare arbitrary records in
streams, window �lters allow users to compare
records that are temporally near one another. Win-
dow �lters are not as powerful as true joins, but are
useful in tra�c analysis and can be executed e�-
ciently as long as the window is small enough to �t
in memory. For example, one tra�c analysis query
takes the mean and standard deviation of packet
length over N seconds, then uses a window �lter to
search for packets that are signi�cantly larger than
the mean over the next N seconds. We also allow
users to initialize windows from �les so they can
do things like select UDP packets destined for port
numbers listed in a �le.

3 Implementation and Optimization

Issues

While Tribeca's query language and basic data path
di�er from a conventional DBMS, much of Tribeca's
basic software architecture is very conventional. At
run time, Tribeca compiles queries into a directed
acyclic graph. Each node in the graph contains a
list of predicates (like a RDBMS where clause) and
a list of project/aggregate operations (like RDBMS
target lists). A pipeline is a pointer connecting two
nodes. The optimizer rewrites this graph to improve
performance. The executor uses it to guide query
execution. In the subsections below, we describe
some of the Tribeca implementation and optimiza-
tion strategies.

3.1 Basic Data Management

The stream data model allows Tribeca to perform
its basic I/O operations e�ciently. I/O in Tribeca
consists only of reading the source stream and writ-
ing result streams. By design, joins do not a�ect
I/O performance because one join operand must �t
in memory. The large sequential read is the domi-
nant I/O cost.

This simple I/O pattern means that Tribeca can

take advantage of standard operating system ser-
vices in a way that a conventional RDBMS cannot.
Modern Unix �le systems are tuned to detect when
applications are doing large sequential reads and
support them e�ciently. Because a conventional
RDBMS accesses data di�erently from a standard
application program, the conventional DBMS must
work around operating system resource managers
such as the �le system and bu�er pool. Also, be-
cause Tribeca queries do not update data in place,
Tribeca needs none of the support and overhead re-
quired for concurrency control.

Because of its mix of workloads, a conventional
RDBMS faces page size tradeo�s that Tribeca does
not; Tribeca has no �xed page size. At run time, it
divides available I/O bu�er space among its source
and destination streams according to the expected
volume on those streams (i.e. the source stream is
usually very large and the others are small). All
streams are double-bu�ered so that one bu�er can
be processed while another is being read or written.
All read and write operations are in units of full
bu�ers.

Unlike RDBMS's and many other programs,
Tribeca cannot preformat its data. That means
that it must separate the source stream into records
as the data is processed (relational systems use a
page structure so repeated scans of the same data
do not require record parsing). Tribeca supports
record parsing strategies for three di�erent kinds of
data: �xed-size records, variable-size records, and
\framed" records. The stream data type tells the
Tribeca executor which strategy to use. \Framed"
streams come from some of the high speed data
recorders. Valid records in these streams contain
framing patterns that are used to distinguish valid
records from periodic bursts of \noise" bytes.

The last important data management issue is that
Tribeca makes every e�ort to minimize internal data
copying. Intermediate records produced by Tribeca
queries are never unnecessarily materialized. In-
stead, a pointer to the original �eld value in the
input bu�er is used every place the projected value
appears as an argument. Materialization occurs
only if (a) data is copied to an output bu�er (b)
data must be aligned correctly for some operator
(c) non-contiguous values have to be assembled for a
hash key. Also, note that projections involving user-
de�ned functions, cannot normally be eliminated by
compilation.



Multiplex and projection operators can often be
removed at compilation, sometimes with the help
of an extra level of indirection. For example, in
frame relay, IP packet headers can appear at di�er-
ent o�sets within the packet (depending on whether
the frame relay packet is routed or bridged, for in-
stance). Operators downstream from the multiplex
must use extra indirection, but the operator does
not involve copying.

3.2 Using Coarse-Grain Indices

While Tribeca is largely designed so that a stream of
data coming from the network and a stream of data
coming from tape can be manipulated in the same
way, there is one important di�erence between the
two cases: secondary indices can be constructed for
recorded data. Tra�c analysis users often identify a
few hours of packets that are especially interesting
and issue repeated queries over this data. Secondary
indices are very important for this workload.

When the database is stored on large, high-speed
tapes, however, only a limited kind of index is feasi-
ble. Our ID-1 tapes are simply not e�ective random
access devices. That means that we cannot support
indices on non-sort �elds. Even on the sort �eld, a
full index of every packet in the stream is impracti-
cal. The index itself cannot be stored on tape, so it
must be much smaller than the data.

Therefore, Tribeca supports what we call coarse-
grained secondary indices. A coarse-grained index is
an approximate index on the sort �eld of recorded
data streams. Users specify the ratio, R, of index
size to underlying data size. When building an in-
dex, Tribeca inserts a key pointing to one record for
every R bytes. The index is always stored on disk.

After the index is constructed, a subsequent query
with a quali�cation on the indexed sort �eld can
use the index to skip over parts of the input data.
Because the index is approximate, the scan cursor
must be placed on the last indexed record before
the scan key. After that, Tribeca applies the qual-
i�cation to each record until the matching one is
found. The search procedure is not as fast as a
full index, but it represents a good compromise for
the tra�c analysis environment. Users can trade o�
search performance and the size of the index (larger
R means smaller indices but a coarser grain search).

3.3 Implementing Fixed and Moving
Windows

Tribeca implements �xed and moving windows in
di�erent ways. Often, �xed windows require no
bu�ering. If the �xed window is not used in a �l-
ter, records are processed through the downstream
executor nodes as soon as they arrive in the win-
dow. When the �xed window is ushed, Tribeca
walks the executor nodes below the window gener-
ating aggregate results and reinitializing aggregate
nodes for the next window.

A moving window is implemented as a circular
bu�er. If several windows overlap, the largest win-
dow determines the size of the circular bu�er. The
other windows are represented by pointers into the
bu�er required by the larger window. Like SEQ
[14], Tribeca allows extension implementors to de-
�ne moving aggregate functions. A normal aggre-
gate function takes a single record as an argument
(the \current" record in the stream). A window
ush causes the normal aggregate function to be ap-
plied once for every record in the window. A moving
aggregate function is called once per window ush
and takes as arguments pointers to the records en-
tering and leaving the window.

Tribeca includes two implementations of window �l-
ter: one based on hashing and the other on nested
loop. In the �rst case, the window contents are
used to build a hash table and the stream argument
probes the hash table. In the second, Tribeca iter-
ates over the window contents for each element in
the stream. The hash table is more e�ective if the
window is large and relatively stable. For small win-
dows, the cost of creating and destroying the hash
table overrides the cost of iterating over the window
contents.

3.4 Optimization Issues

Query optimization in Tribeca has two competing
goals. The �rst is to minimize query execution
time. The second is to ensure that the intermediate
state associated with the query �ts in main mem-
ory. Tribeca approaches the �rst goal like a stan-
dard RDBMS. For the second goal, it must pay spe-
cial attention to two Tribeca operators because they
require a data-dependent amount of memory. First,
a demux operator is implemented as a hash table
whose size depends on the cardinality of the demul-
tiplex �eld. Second, moving windows and window



�lters require bu�er space to hold their contents.
The bu�er is data-dependent if the window size is a
function of the sort �eld.

In both space- and time-based optimization, Tribeca
bene�ts from some standard RDBMS optimizations.
As is often the case in an RDBMS, pushing quali�-
cations towards the source of the data is helpful so
Tribeca migrates quals towards the source stream.
Successive quali�cations are then grouped together
so that the optimizer can use constraint minimiza-
tion to eliminate redundant quals and order the
predicates to minimize expected cost. Migration is,
of course, not always possible. For instance, a qual
cannot move past an aggregate operator and can-
not be moved past a positional window. Tribeca
also does some simple common sub-expression elim-
ination. If two instances of the same operator have
the same input, they are combined. It should even-
tually be possible to combine and eliminate larger
sequences of operators.

Qual migration can help reduce the number of tu-
ples in windows and reduce the cardinality of de-
muxes. To further minimize the storage cost of
windows that require bu�ering, Tribeca does sev-
eral things. First, it combines overlapping windows
when it can. Second, it migrates any functional pro-
jections whose inputs are smaller than their outputs
in front of the window. Still, overow can occur.
On overow, Tribeca drops records entering the full
bu�er rather than allow disk I/O. Better user con-
trol of overow error handling is an area for future
work.

3.5 Performance Measurements

We measured Tribeca on a Sun Sparc 10 perform-
ing queries on two datasets. One data set con-
sisted of frame relay tra�c (carrying mostly IP),
and the other was classical IP-over-ATM [7] tra�c.
We used data stored on disk (using the standard
SunOS UFS �lesystem) and ID-1 tape to perform
our measurements. The measurements were run on
260 megabyte disk �les and a 10 gigabyte tape �le.
All tests were run in single-user mode to prevent
other user activity from a�ecting the test results.

We ran a variety of queries of increasing complex-
ity to measure Tribeca's performance as its tasks
became more compute-intensive. The queries exer-
cised most of Tribeca's features. Table 1 describes
the queries run and the measurement results for

Tribeca running on 260 megabyte disk �les. In the
table the results are given as kilobytes per second
and records per second. For ATM the records are
64 bytes long while for frame relay the records are
variable length. As a baseline, we also present the
speed at which the Unix dd program can read the
disk �le. The dd program simply reads the �le in
blocks whose size is speci�ed by the user (we used
the same block size for dd, the stand-alone programs
and Tribeca), and then writes to the Unix null de-
vice (/dev/null).

Tribeca compares favorably to the baseline for all
of the frame relay measurements, ranging from 1.3
to 5.8 percent slower. The speed decrease is be-
cause Tribeca must perform some processing on each
record in the �le while dd does not touch the data
at all. When processing ATM cells, Tribeca is con-
siderably slower than the baseline. The records in
the ATM data set are much smaller than the frame
relay records and the ATM cell record format in-
cludes several bit �elds that must be reconstructed
to perform the query. Tribeca thus spends corre-
spondingly more time processing each record. In
these tests Tribeca used 70{75% of the workstation's
CPU while dd used about 68%.

We estimated the overhead introduced by Tribeca
by comparing its performance on several sample
queries (frame1 through frame4) to that of a simple
stand-alone C program performing the same func-
tionality. The stand-alone program is hard-coded to
perform only the tested query so it does not have
any of the overhead required to execute a general-
purpose query. Table 2 gives the comparison be-
tween Tribeca and the stand-alone programs. The
table shows that Tribeca introduces no more than
5% overhead relative to the stand-alone program
in the test queries. The stand-alone program used
about 5% less CPU time than Tribeca.

Finally, Table 3 compares the performance of
Tribeca and a stand-alone program when running
from a relatively large (10 gigabyte) dataset on ID-1
tape. We only compared Tribeca to a stand-alone
program on two queries because of the time required
to run the tests. In this case Tribeca ran between
5 and 9 percent slower than the stand-alone pro-
gram. Both Tribeca and the stand-alone programs
used about 98% of the CPU in these tests. The
percent CPU used is much higher in the tape tests
because the HiPPI interface used to connect to the
ID-1 tape drive uses programmed I/O. The device
driver must copy each word of data coming from the



Query Description Records/sec KBytes/sec

dd The Unix dd program reading the disk �le. N/A 5754
frame1 Count all the records in the frame relay trace and sum the

length �elds of each record.
19130 5423

frame2 As frame1 but qualify on the message type of the record (the
message type is the high four bits of a byte in the header).

19992 5667

frame3 As frame2 but further qualify on two character �elds (the con-
trol and nlpid �elds of the frame relay header).

19992 5667

frame4 As frame3 but qualify on two more single-byte �elds, the T1 in-
terface and channel (the recorder has multiple interface boards,
each board has multiple T1 lines and each line can have mul-
tiple channels).

20021 5675

frame5 Qualify to select only IP packets, then demux by source and
destination port and count and sum lengths.

19968 5660

frame6 Qualify to select only IP, then demux by T1 board, interface
and channel. Count the packets and sum the lengths on each
group.

20021 5675

frame7 Qualify by message type and protocol to get two streams of
IP packets in slightly di�erent formats (frame relay can carry
IP in several di�erent formats). Project the IP protocol �eld
and packet length from each stream and multiplex together to
count the total number of IP packets and bytes (regardless of
the format used).

19764 5602

frame8 As frame7 but include the board and channel in the projection
and then demux by board and channel to count IP packets on
each channel.

19816 5617

atm1 Demux by VCI and count cells in each. 50137 3133
atm2 Demux by VCI/VPI and count cells in each. 45098 2818
atm5 Qualify to select a particular VCI and count cells. 76746 4796
atm6 Qualify to select a particular VCI/VPI and count cells. 77425 4839

Table 1: Performance Results for Queries run on Disk

tape. For these tests over 95% of the CPU time is
system time.

Our measurements demonstrate that Tribeca adds
(in the worst case) 9% more processing overhead
than a special purpose program tailored to per-
form the same query. In most of the tested queries,
Tribeca performed even better. The small cost is
far outweighed by the exibility and convenience of
changing small simple queries rather than re-writing
C code to perform di�erent analyses.

4 Related Work

The di�culties in using relational databases stored
on tape are overviewed in [3]. Sarawagi [11] modi�es
a relational query optimizer to consider large tape
archives in its cost formula and caches tape data on
faster storage. Video-on-demand systems [4] might

use tape storage, but in these workloads many users
randomly access independent large objects instead
of sequences of small ones.

A temporal DBMS usually treats time as an ad-
ditional dimension [16]. Implementation issues in-
volve multidimensional indices [6] and disk-based
temporal joins [8]. Network traces are temporal,
but Tribeca treats it as a one-dimensional stream.
Also, so far, the tra�c analysts have treated data as
events rather than intervals, making temporal joins
simpler in Tribeca. Illustra [17] implements time-
series data as an ADT, but does not have operators
like demux required for tra�c analysis.

The SEQ sequence DBMS [12][13][14] integrates se-
quence operations into an RDBMS. It has operators
analogous to those de�ned in Tribeca although the
data ow style of Tribeca's query language should
make constructing large batches of sequence queries



Tribeca Stand-alone program Ratio
Query Records/sec KBytes/sec Records/sec KBytes/sec

frame1 19130 5423 20151 5712 0.95
frame2 19992 5667 20312 5757 0.98
frame3 19992 5667 20256 5742 0.99
frame4 20021 5675 20363 5772 0.98

Table 2: Tribeca Compared to Stand-alone Programs. The queries are as described in Table 1.

The \Ratio" column is the ratio of Tribeca's performance to that of the stand-alone program.

Tribeca Stand-alone program Ratio
Query Records/sec KBytes/sec Records/sec KBytes/sec

frame1 27638 6427 30296 7045 0.91
frame4 28944 6730 30412 7072 0.95

Table 3: Tribeca Compared to Stand-alone Program on ID-1 Tape. The queries are as

described in Table 1. The \Ratio" column is the ratio of Tribeca's performance to that of the

stand-alone program.

easier. Because Tribeca eliminates features of the
RDBMS that would slow sequence queries, it runs
considerably faster than SEQ on sequence data.
However, Tribeca will not support queries that mix
relational and sequence data as SEQ does. Also,
many of the SEQ optimization strategies involve
teaching the relational optimizer to distinguish se-
quences from relations so the executor can access
and bu�er them di�erently. Because it does not
support relations, Tribeca's optimizer does not face
these problems. For example, Tribeca implements a
window primitive instead of teaching the optimizer
to distinguish a relation joined to itself from a win-
dow scan.

The Tangram system [10] implemented in Prolog
has operators similar to Tribeca's basic stream pro-
cessing operators. Tangram did not include more
complex operators such as demux, mux, window,
and window �lter. Tangram was important early
work in stream processing. However, processing
stream data in a Prolog system has some potential
performance drawbacks. The rule processing in Pro-
log systems is typically made e�cient by carefully-
tuned main memory data structures; they do not
handle data on secondary or tertiary storage well.
Recognizing this, the Tangram project used a re-
lational system as a front-end to handle the bulk
of the I/O processing and �ltering for the prolog
backend. Still, implementing both data manage-
ment and stream processing together in the same
engine will reduce data handling overheads. It will
also allow users to write queries in a single query lan-
guage instead of composing them partially in SQL
and partially in Prolog. Further, as in SEQ, trying

to implement two kinds of systems in one program
will inevitably lead to performance compromises.

There have been several e�orts at querying live net-
works. Datacycle [1] used a specialized network
interface to query data circulating through a high
speed local network. The Berkeley packet �lter [9]
allows users to load simple �lters into the operating
system kernel to generate quali�ed packet traces ef-
�ciently.

5 Conclusions

Network tra�c analysis is used in a variety of appli-
cations ranging from performance analysis and net-
work provisioning to fraud detection. The charac-
teristics of the data sets and the analyses to be per-
formed on them do not lend themselves to the use of
a conventional DBMS, but writing custom programs
for each query performed on the data is not desir-
able either. The data sets are extremely large (the
IP-over-ATM trace mentioned earlier in the paper
consists of approximately 176 GBytes of data) and
come pre-ordered by timestamp. The only practical
way to cope with the data is to either analyze it in
real time as it happens or to record it on tape.

Tribeca is a stream-oriented database management
system designed to support network tra�c analy-
sis. Its query language has a data ow character
that is familiar to network analysts and supports se-
quence operators they use in their work. Tribeca's
executor is tuned for sequential I/O and the opti-
mizer is focused toward memory and processor lim-



itations rather than join ordering and access path
selection. The current implementation of Tribeca
has performed useful analyses on several large data
sets. The overhead introduced by Tribeca relative
to a special-purpose analysis program is not very
large, i.e. the convenience and exibility of Tribeca
provide more than enough incentive for analysts to
use it.
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